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Abstract - Normally the sum of ratios problems are reduced
into a sequence of single-ratio problems and then solved by
existing methods. Because of their combinatorial nature, the
computational complexity grows exponentially. A sum of nonlinear fractional function optimization problem with several
fractions is proved to be a NP-complete problem indicating
that an efficient algorithm may not exist. The non-linear sum
of fractional functions are linearized by piecewise linearization
technique and converted into a linear sum of fractional
programming problem. Optimal solution is found at for the
new problem. The number of iterations depends on the
contribution of decision variables to objective function value.
I.

effective starting solution for the next problem.
II.

NON-LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM
WITH SUM OF RATIOS

A sum of non-linear fractional optimization problem has a
number of fractional functions which are to be extremized.
Let
Zn1  x , Zn2  x . Znt  x  , Zd1  x  , Zd 2  x  . Zdt  x  and g1  x  , g 2  x  and g m  x 

be real valued functions of n variables.
A sum of non-linear fractional objective functions with t
number of fractions in its general form: all are non-linear, or
some are non-linear then the problem of determining

INTRODUCTION

 x1 , x2 ,, xn  which extremizes Z and satisfies 1 and .2 is

Sum-of-ratios fractional programs have attracted the interest of
both practitioners and researchers, especially during the past 20
years. From a practical point of view, these problems have a
variety of important applications. For instance, sum-of-ratios
fractional programs arise whenever several rates are to be
optimized simultaneously and a compromise solution is sought
which optimizes a weighted sum of these rates [1]. Other
applications of sum-of-ratios fractional programs arise in
optimal clustering problems [2], in shipping problems [3], in
government contracting problems [4], and in bond portfolio
optimization [5]. From a research point of view, interest in sum
of-ratios problems has been strong, especially in recent years.
For detailed reviews of sum-of-ratios fractional programs, see
[6, 7]. A branch and bound-outer approximation algorithm for
globally solving problem (1) To solve problem (1), the
algorithm instead globally solves an equivalent problem that
seeks to minimize an indefinite quadratic function over a
nonempty, compact convex set. To solve this problem, the
algorithm combines a branch and bound search with an outer
approximation process. From a computational point of view,
the main work of the algorithm involves solving a sequence of
lower bounding convex programming problems. Since the
feasible regions of these convex programs are identical to one
another except for certain linear constraints, to solve them, an
optimal solution to one problem can potentially be used as an

called a General form of Non-Linear Fractional Programming
Problem.
x j  0, j  1, 2, , n
If Z n1  x1 , x2 ,, xn  , Z n 2  x1 , x2 ,, xn  . Z nt  x1 , x2 ,, xn 
Z d 1  x1 , x2 ,, xn  , Z d 2  x1 , x2 ,, xn  . Z dt  x1 , x2 ,, xn 
gi  x1 , x2 , , xn  , i  1, 2,, m

III.

SOLUTION FOR SEPARABLE SUM OF NONLINEAR FRACTIONAL PROGRAMMING
PROBLEM
IV.
An algorithm that has been suggested to solve separable sum of
non-linear fractional programming problem consists of three
phases.
1)

1

In the first phase the sum of non-linear fractional
programming problem is converted into a sum of linear
fractional programming problem.
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In phase two, the promising variables are arranged
according to the total contribution of the variables to the
objective function.
In phase three, the ordered variables are entered into the
basis one by one if it is still promising.

3)

V.



m

j



n

j  1

CONVERSION OF SEPARABLE SUM OF NONLINEAR FRACTIONAL PROGRAMMING
PROBLEM INTO A LINEAR SUM OF
FRACTIONAL PROGRAMMING PROBLEM

Step 2: Divide each x j (0  x j  t j ) values into mj number of

  using the formula 5.
point  x  compute piecewise

mesh points x j

This consists of two steps. In step one, the maximum value tj of
the variable xj which satisfies all the constraints are computed.
In step two the interval [0,tj] is divided into number of mesh
points. For each mesh point compute piecewise linear
approximation for each single variable objective function and
the constraints. Corresponding to each linear approximation a
variable is introduced. Also the addition constraints for the
mesh point variables for the jth variable should be equal to one.
Further in this solution one or at the maximum two mesh
points variables can be in the solution. If two mesh point
variables are in the solution they should correspond to two
successive mesh points and not random mesh points. The
determination of tj for the variable xj depends not only on the
polynomial function of the variable xj in the ith constraint and
the power of that variable but also the type of the constraint.

Step 3: For each

k

j k

 

 

approximation for each Zni x j ,k , Zdi x j ,k

and

linear
the

 

constraints gij x j , k .
The contribution coefficient of the new variable xj,k in the
numerator function can be calculated by using the formula,
Each variable xj is replaced by m j  1 variables, the subscripts
of the variables are computed using the relation The total
number of variables in the problem will become

VI.
STEP BY STEP PROCEDURE FOR
SEPARABLE NON-LINEAR FRACTIONAL
PROGRAMMING PROBLEM

Step 4: The contribution coefficient of the variable x j ,k in
thedenominator function is calculated by using the

Step1: For all the promising variables determine tj, the
maximum value of the variable xj, satisfying the given
constraints.
Let gij(xj) be the polynomial function of the variable xj in the
ith constraint and the degree be l.
where wi,k is the coefficient of the polynomial and l is a
nonnegative integer. Let bi be the resource available for the ith
constraint, if the ith constraint is of equality type or of upper
bound type if the ith constraint is of equality type or of lower
bound type

formula, The coefficient of the variable x j ,k in the ith
constraint is calculated by using the formula

The additional constraint for the jth variable is
Step 5: Repeat Step 1 to 4 till all the variables are linearized.
Step 6: The linearized fractional programming problem will be
as given below.
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Step 1: The θ matrix is scanned row by row and the position of
the minimum intercept in each row is identified.
Step 2: The first entering vector will be the most promising
vector in the set, say jth vector and the corresponding
row in the matrix be k. This is an entering vector in
the place of a vector corresponding to the column in
which the minimum intercept lies in the θ matrix, say
column i.
Step 3: If there are any other rows with minimum value in the
ith column, then all such rows as well as the kth row
and the ith column are deleted.
Step 4: Steps 1 to 3 are repeated until all the rows are covered.
The collection of vectors corresponding to the kth
row will be entering vectors and the vectors
corresponding to ith column are the leaving vectors.

IDENTIFICATION OF PROMISING
VARIABLES

A matrix (known as θ matrix) [8,9,10] of intercepts of the
decision variables along the respective axes with respect to the
chosen basis is constructed. A typical intercept at start for the
jth variable xj due ith resource bi is bi / aij , aij  0.
At start, the θ matrix is S1

S2

...

S3

Sm

In this θ matrix, the row elements represent the k( ≤
intercepts of the variable along the respective axes and
column represents the l( ≤ n) intercept formed by each of
constraints.
In the subsequent passes the θ matrix is constructed using
following rules:

m)
the
the
the

a) If the promising variable is a decision variable then:


ki



 ( B -1 P 0 ) i
m in 
;
-1
 ( B P j) i

(B

-1


P j)i  0 


where i = 1 to m, k = 1 to l = 1.. m j = 1 to n.
b) If the promising variable is a decision variable then
 ki 

 ( B -1 P 0 ) i
m in 
;
b ij



b ij  0 


where bij is the ith row and jth column element of B-1The
promising variables are identified by following the steps given
below:
Computation of ‘θ matrix‘

Ordering of promising variables
Promising variables are ordered by following the steps given
below:
Step 1: For each of the decision variables xj, j = 1..n the values
of the net evaluations of the numerator and
denominator are computed using the formula:

znj  c j
Step 2: Compute the ratios

zdj  dj

for all the non-basic

variables. Collect all the promising variables which do not
satisfy the optimality condition. Let ‘l’ denote the total number
of such promising variables.


1 0 0 ...... 0 0 C B  1 
- c 1 
B1

 z n1  c 1  


 z  d   0 1 0 ...... 0 0 D B  1 
- d 1 
1
B1


 d1
.


.
 .




 
.


.
  .




 .
.


.
 
- c t 
 z nt  c t   0 0 0 ...... 1 0 C Bt B  1 



 z  dt  
- d t 
 dt
  0 0 0 ......

1

0 1 D Bt B 

 P j 
Step 3a: For the jth promising variable when the ith constraint is
an equality constraint and the ith basis variable is not
a decision variable, compute
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If the ith basis variable is a feasible slack variable then

 ( B -1 P 0 )i

; ( B -1 Pj )i  0 
 -1
 ( B Pj ) i


min

compute

 ( B -1 P 0) i 
r2  min  -1

i  1..m  ( B Pj )i 

i  1..m
If rmin exists then compute

( znk  ck ) * r min  znk
k 1 ( zdk  d k )* r min  zdk

rmin  min r1 , r2 

t

uj  

If rmin exists compute

 ( z nk  ck ) * r min  z nk
k 1  ( z dk  d k ) * r min  z dk
t

Else uj = -1
If uj < Z then let uj = -1.
3b: Compute uj for all promising variables by repeating step 3a
and then go to step 4.
Step 4: Arrange promising variables in the descending order of
uj values (uj > 0) and place the corresponding
subscripts in set J.
J = {Subscripts of the promising variables arranged in

wj  
else



 1 .

Repeat step 7a until all wjs are computed for all the
promising variables and then go to step 8.
Step 8 : Arrange the promising variables in the descending
order of their wj values (wj > 0) and add their
subscripts to set J from (l2+1)th position onwards.
J = {Subscripts of the promising variables arranged in
descending order wjs followed by vjs followed by ujs}
Let l3 denote the number of elements in the enlarged set J
Now l3 = l, the total number of promising variables.
Arrange promising variables in descending order of their wj
values and add it to the set J. Let l3 denote the number of
elements in enlarged set J. Now l3=l, the total number of
promising variables.

Let l1 represents the number of elements in set J
and. 0  l1  p, 1  p  l. Terminate the procedure if l1
= l else go to step 5a.
Step 5a: For the jth promising, if uj is negative and the ith
constraint is lower bound constraint and the ith basis
variable is not a decision variable then, compute
m ax

j

7b:

descending order of u j s }

rm in 

w

 ( B -1 P 0 ) i

; ( B -1 P j ) i  0 

-1
 (B Pj)i


8. Algorithm to solve sum of ratios fractional programming
problem

i  1 ..m

If rmin exists then compute
Step 1 : Convert the sum of ratios non linear fractional
programming problem into sum of linear fractional
programming problem using piecewise linearization
procedure.

 ( z nk  ck ) * r min  z nk
k 1  ( z dk  d k ) * r min  z dk
t

vj  
else v j   1

5b: Repeat step 5a to compute vjs for all the promising
variables and then go to step 6.
Step 6 : Arrange the promising variables in the descending
order of their vj values (vj > 0) and add their
subscripts to set J from (l1+1)th position onwards,
next to ujs.
J = {Subscripts of the promising variables arranged in
descending order vjs followed by ujs}
all vjs. Let l2 denote the number of elements in the enlarged set

2: Slack variables are added and the initial basic solution XB is
determined. B matrix, CBi and DBi matrices are formed.
2a: The optimality conditions of the solution are checked and
promising variables are identified and arranged using the
procedures 3.5 and 3.6. The set J is constructed. Let l be
the number of elements in set J.
Let p=1 and go to step 3a.
2b: Under non optimal conditions increment p, go to step 9
without updating the value of Z.
2c: Under optimal conditions, the feasibility is verified. The
process is terminated if the solution is feasible.

J and 0  l2  p, 1  p  l .
Terminate the procedure if l2 = total number of promising
variables l else go to step 7a.
Step 7a: For the jth promising variable, if both uj and vj are
negative and either ith basic variable is a decision
variable or the corresponding constraint is an upper
bound constraint then compute:

Step 3a: Take the variable corresponding to the pth element of
the set J. Let the subscript of the selected variable be j.
For each of the decision variables xj, the values of the net
evaluations of the numerator and denominator are computed
using the formula:

-1

r1 

 ( B P 0)i

m in 
; ( B -1 P j ) i  0 
-1
i  1 .. m  ( B P j ) i
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 z n 1  c1 
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 zd1  1 
.
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0
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1 
0 0 D B1 B






1 0 C Bt B  1 

1 
0 1 D Bt B

0 C B1B


 -c 1

 -d 1
.

.
.

 -c t

 -d t
 P j

If value of uj is greater than previous value of Z then go to step
5 else go to step 8.
Step 6: Computation of E matrix
The transformation matrix corresponding to the new entering
and leaving variables can be obtained by using the product
form of inverse. In the first step  vector is computed. Let j be
the subscript of the entering variable and r be the column
vector in which jth variable enters. The column vector
corresponding to the jth vector is used to calculate  vector by
using the relation.















3b: Compute the ratios

Ri 

( zni  ci )
i  1, 2,3,..t
( zd i  d i )








If all the ratios do not satisfy optimality conditions, then go to
step 7.
If at least one ratio satisfies the optimality conditions, then xj
may still be promising.
3c: A new column  is constructed using the formula

B

i 

B P 
1

0

1

Pj





where i=1,2...m. The solution vector

variable

 ( B 1 P0 )i

;  i  0
min   i

i  1...m 

1

3

 z

n 2

– c

2

4

 z

d 2

– d

n

 z

nt

– c

d



t 2

z

d t

  B

–

1

2
t

d

1

t

P j 

i

i

 r  2t 

th



1 .. m

element in the  vector is the pivotal

- 





i new



r new

iold
when
Pj)r

(B

1

(B

-1

i  r

1
P j)r

Replace the rth column of  m  2t  x

 m  2t 

unit matrix

by the  new vector. The resulting matrix is the transformation
matrix E.
Step 7: Computation of M-1
Compute the inverse matrix for the next iteration as

 ( B 1P0 )i

 max 
; i  0 

i  1...m   i

M 1next  E * M 1current
Step 8: Let p  p  1 If p  l go to step 3a else go to
step 2a.
Step 9: Compute the optimal solution using the formula
t

Z 

 ( B  1 P0 ) i

i  
; i  0 
i





i 1

If the ith basic variable is the feasible slack variable, then find

Compute r3 j 

– d



If r2j exists then the ith variable corresponding to r2j is the
leaving variable and xj = r2. Go to Step 5 else go to Step
4c.
If the ith basic variable is a decision variable or ith
constraint is an upper bound constraint, then find

i

– c

d 1

element.  new can be obtained using the following relation:

If r1j exists then the ith basic variable corresponding to r1j is the
leaving variable, and r1j is the value of the leaving variable.
i.e., xj = r1j, Go to step 5, else go to step 4b.
4b: If the ith constraint is a lower bound constraint and the ith
variable is not a decision variable, find

4c:

n 1

 z

Since the variable corresponding to the rth row is the leaving

Step 4a: Procedure to find leaving vector.
If the ith constraint is an equality constraint and the ith basic
variable is not a decision variable, find

r2 j

 z

2

Computation of  new

i

is also obtained.

r1 j 

1

VIII.

 ( B 1 P0 ) i


; if  i  0, ( B  1 P0 ) i  0 
i



C B iT X B  c0 i
D B iT X B  d 0 i
CONCLUSION

A new algorithm for solving linear fractional optimization
problem with sum of ratios in its objective function is
presented. Typically execution time grows very rapidly with
the number of ratios. Methods in the literature handles
problems with fewer number of variables or fewer number of
ratios only. The proposed algorithm can handle any number of
ratios and any number of variables. The algorithm is scalable
to arbitrary number of ratios and variables, provided the
necessary computing power is at hand. The proposed

min i 
i  1...m

If r3j exists, then ith variable corresponding to r3 is the leaving
variable and x j  r3 j
Step 5: Compute improvement formula
t
 ( z ni  ci ) * x j  z ni
uj  
i  1  ( zdi  d i ) * x j  zdi
5
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algorithm is computationally tested and it is found that the
execution time and number of iterations are saved by this
algorithm.
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